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Peace Accord Reached! 
Process vs. Capability Debate Ends with a Whimper 

In my Column “Capabilities, Agile, and “Process Blindness”  (November 2011 – 
http://bit.ly/rGGFJh) I weighed in on the “Is a ‘Capability’ the same thing as a ‘Business 
Process?’” discussion. (Spoiler alert – Yes. In practice, “capabilities” and “business processes” 
are more or less indistinguishable.) That Column was memorable, at least in part because I wrote 
it in a hotel room in Rome while my wife Karen was <<ahem>> more than a little anxious to get 
on with some sightseeing. It was theoretically the first day of our vacation. The upside of the 
experience was that I’ve never received more positive emails about a BP Trends Column than 
that one.  
Why revisit “process vs. capability” now? 
I decided to have another look at the topic because it was prominent at IRMUK’s June Business 
Process Management / Enterprise Architecture conference in London. One reason this is a great 
event is IRMUK’s decision a few years ago to combine what were previously two separate 
conferences under one “big tent.” This provides an opportunity to develop the obvious synergies 
between BPM and EA, and also explore some of the differences. Including, of course, the topic of 
this Column. 

This year, a number of presentations referencing capabilities were on the agenda, and Roger 
Burlton was specifically addressing the capabilities (EA) vs. business processes (BPM) 
confusion. He was also scheduled to moderate a panel discussion on the topic.  

My presentation “Flawed Thinking in Processland” was going to push, somewhat aggressively, 
my point of view – I set out loaded for bear. Somehow, the phrase became “loaded for beer” in an 
email to a European colleague. That seemed apropos, but I corrected it, and was then asked 
what does “loaded for bear” actually mean? Turns out it’s a North American idiom, originally 
referring to hunters armed with serious firepower when hunting big game. Now, as the Urban 
Dictionary explains, it means “To be prepared, mentally and/or physically, for extreme opposition; 
typically used in reference to an aggressive or potentially violent situation.” Thankfully, the 
conference ended up being a much more genteel event, and worked out rather nicely. Before we 
get to that, let’s revisit some background.   
Misunderstandings on both Sides 
After the term “capability” started showing up in 2009 or 2010, I (along with many of my BPM 
colleagues) made some assumptions about what it meant. I thought it referred to some 
distinguishing strength an organization might possess, bringing to mind the classic HBR article 
“The Core Competence of the Organization” (C.K. Prahalad and Gary Hamel, May 1990.) The 
piece described organizations that thrived because they recognized and built on a small number 
of particular abilities or strengths – their “core competencies” – such as “substrates, coatings,and 
adhesives” or “precision mechanics, fine optics, and microelectronics.” Most of the 
examples cited three to five competencies.  

I was rather pleased about the new focus on capabilities, assuming it meant something like 

http://bit.ly/rGGFJh
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competency, until reality intruded. At different clients I started seeing “capability maps,” “capability 
models,” “capability architectures,” and the like that were (a) uniformly indistinguishable in intent 
from a high-level process map/model/architecture, and (b) uniformly bad. There was typically no 
consistent granularity, with “capabilities” on the same chart ranging from very low-level and 
granular activities up to very high-level, enterprise-spanning… whatever. I’m not really sure what 
they were.  

That was the other problem – there was obviously no clear concept of what a capability was. 
Some would be more or less process-oriented, although at varying levels of granularity and 
without any rigor in naming. Others were so functionally-oriented they might as well have been 
lifted off an organizational chart. Some bits appeared to reflect particular competencies, like “high 
volume transaction processing,” while others seemed to specify particular systems. And all this 
on the same capability architecture! I even saw one that included entities, like you’d see on a 
conceptual data model. How “Customer,” “Product,” and “Account” can be seen as capabilities is 
truly baffling. Possibly worst of all – some of these clients were trying to simultaneously manage 
both process and capability architectures, generating much confusion.  

Now, let’s be clear – I’m not saying that business process architectures are always great, and 
capability architectures are always poor (although all the examples I saw “in the wild” were.)  The 
point is that the poorly constructed capability architectures I saw were just like all the poorly 
constructed process architectures I’ve seen over the years – more of a laundry list of “stuff” than 
a well-formed architecture.  

I discussed this situation with a client whose organization was dealing with the “capabilities and 
business processes – what’s the difference?” dilemma, and I’ll pick up the story with a paragraph 
lifted from my 2011 Column: 
 

“Helpfully, one of my clients sent me a link to Michael Rosen’s December 2010 BPTrends BPM 
and SOA Column “Business Processes Start with Capabilities.” Wondering how I’d missed this, I 
eagerly read it, and was both delighted and flabbergasted. Delighted to find such a clear and well-
written explanation of what capabilities were, and flabbergasted that it was indistinguishable from 
how most of us have defined “business process” for many years. To be fair, I was also delighted 
again by how capability was defined, because it addressed some of the shortcomings in the usual 
definitions of business process.”  

Quoting Mike’s Column, the central point was “Simply put, a business capability describes what 
an enterprise does, not how it does it.” So, just as I (and other BPM practitioners) had made 
some erroneous assumptions about what capabilities are, this was a flawed assumption about 
the nature of business processes. As nearly as I can tell, every book on Business Process 
Management and every BPM authority stresses that a Business Process Architecture is, at the 
highest levels, a depiction of “what” an enterprise must do. It should contain no reference to “who” 
(organization) or “how” (technology or other implementation-specific detail.) You’ll get to the “who 
and how” eventually, with “as-is” and “to-be” process mapping, but good process work must start 
with “what.”  

I had a lot more to say in my earlier Column, and given that my wife sacrificed much of a vacation 
day while I struggled with it, please have a look if you haven’t already. For now, I’ll expand on an 
observation I made back then – when the late Michael Hammer popularized the term “business 
process” over 20 years ago, in the early 1990s, he clearly had in mind that we’d start by 
identifying “what” our processes are. Figure 1 is a chart I adapted from Hammer and Champy’s 
1992 classic “Reengineering the Corporation.” depicting the highest-level of an enterprise 
process architecture for a semiconductor manufacturer. Clearly, it is a pure statement of “what” 
with no reference to “who or how.” I’m perfectly happy to call this the highest level of either a 
“process architecture” or a “capability architecture” – they’re one and the same thing, just with 
different names. Enterprise Architecture and Business Process Management both have enough 
difficulty getting traction without muddying the waters with distinctions that don’t stand up. 
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Figure 1: An early high-level process architecture, adapted from Hammer and Champy  

Coincidentally, I’m currently contributing to a book that will be a collection of chapters, each from 
a different BA, on their one best piece of advice for success in Business Analysis. Not 
surprisingly, mine is on always being mindful of the “what vs. who or how” distinction.  
Is “capability” a better term? 
Maybe it is. Over the years, I’ve done several deliveries of a presentation called “Getting Traction 
for Process” at BPM conferences. The first point is that within the BPM field, we might have some 
clear definitions for and positive feelings about “business processes” but that doesn’t mean 
anyone else in the enterprise shares them. In the five-point executive briefing I often deliver, 
“Business Processes – What They Are and Why You Care,” the #1 point is “you probably don’t 
know what a business process is.” (No, I’m not that blunt, or I’d never get asked back.) The 
companion point is an acknowledgement that most reactions to the word “process” are 
moderately to strongly negative.  

I discussed this at the conference with Adrian Apthorp, who delivered an excellent presentation – 
“From Application Convergence to Capability Planning.” I shared my experience that most people 
in an enterprise think process means procedure. “Exactly,” said Adrian, “When we say process 
they think “A set of instructions I have to follow by rote. You want to turn me into a machine!” Well 
put! In some environments, health care and higher education for instance, I’ve found that many 
people bristle at the mention of “process.” Much of this negativity can be traced to the early days 
of Business Process Reengineering, when the BPR label was attached to downsizing, 
outsourcing, out-of-context best practices that became worst practices, ill-considered IT, and 
other soul-crushing initiatives. No wonder “process” ended up with negative connotations. More 
recently, misapplied Six Sigma (a.k.a. “Six Stigma” and “Sick Sigma”) and fastidiously dogmatic 
Lean (and all the “correct” language that goes with it) have alienated regular folks from anything 
to do with “process.”  

True Confessions  
I’m as aware as anyone of the negative connotations of “process,” and cheerfully admit that since 
that Column on capabilities, I’ve often substituted capability for business process. Here’s an 
example. Figure 2 illustrates the “six enabler” framework I’ve used to drive process analysis and 
design for almost 20 years. (Roger Burlton independently developed his similarly-purposed  
“process hexagon” at least that long ago.) My framework includes the “usual suspects” – 
Workflow Design and Information Systems – but adds a holistic view by incorporating other 
enablers, such as Motivation and Measurement, Human Resources, and Policies and Rules.  
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Figure 2: The six enablers of a Business Process  

Figure 3 is a version of the framework I recently presented at a client where I was pretty sure 
“process” wasn’t going to be well received. Notice the difference? “Business Process” is now 
“Business Capability and Capacity,” along with some other subtle but important changes. 
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Figure 3: The six enablers of a Business Capability  

I’m a stickler for well thought our frameworks and careful definitions, but the last thing I want to be 
is dogmatic.   
Developments at the Conference 
I won’t belabor the points made in individual presentations and discussions at the conference; I’ll 
just note that I was generally a happy guy, because everything I saw and heard backed up the 
points I’ve already made. In fact, someone approached me shortly after the panel discussion to 
point out that I “appeared positively gleeful.” Guilty as charged! I saw some excellent 
presentations, and heard some articulate explanations, but they all reinforced two observations: 

1. A lack of consensus on what a capability was; 

2. The clearest explanations of what a capability was were exactly how we’ve always 
defined business processes; 

Some highlights: 
Jeff Scott, as usual, delivered an excellent presentation on “Managing the Strategy to Execution 
Process” which included practical advice on identifying and assessing capabilities. My favorite 
quote, which I borrowed for my conference presentation, was from his 2012 BPM/EA Plenary 
Keynote, “The Strategy to Execution Process.” Early on, he said of capabilities “You can call them 
business processes if you want – they’re the same thing.” Yes! That earned him “hero” status in 
my book. This year, 
 

• he offered that “Now is not the time for standardization – we standardize too soon, and 
lose innovation along the way.” That’s a thought that should give pause to those who get 
too rigid about a particular framework (e.g., TOGAF) or approach (e.g., Six Sigma or 
Lean.) 

• Patrick Hoverstadt and Lucy Loh presented “Using Capability Models With the Viable 
System Model (VSM) for Enterprise Modeling.” This was another excellent presentation, 
skilfully delivered, that included interesting ideas on modeling the environment, and a 
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case study demonstrating that capability models could be developed rapidly yet deliver 
real benefit. I hope it’s not churlish of me to point out that, again, I was gleeful because 
the capability models were defined very much as BPM has always defined higher-level 
process models/architectures. The point that useful architectures could be developed 
very quickly was one I addressed in a series that started in Feb 2010 – “Process 
Architecture on a Budget.” http://bit.ly/9v3O7n  

• Adrian Apthorp gave us “From Application Convergence to Capability Planning,” an 
interesting and practical discussion of how DHL is using capability models to help 
dramatically reduce the number of discrete applications from over 1500 to less than half 
of that while standardizing capabilities. 

• Roger Burlton’s presentation “A Process Centric Approach to Business Capability” was 
interesting and entertaining on multiple levels, but what I really enjoyed was when he 
dissected terms like “business process” and “capability.” He showed that typical 
dictionary definitions of “capability” are expressed in terms of “capable” and “ability.” No 
wonder there’s so little clarity! It reminded me of what data management professionals 
refer to as a “cheeseburger definition” – “a burger with cheese.”  

• I had a fine time at my session, “Flawed Thinking in ProcessLand” which drew an 
enthusiastic, standing room only crowd. I spent far too much time on my first two points 
(BPM often fails to clarify to the business what a process really is, and, of course, the 
capability vs. process debate) and glossed over the remaining three, but the attendees 
didn't seem to mind.   

 
Roger also facilitated the panel discussion “Capabilities – Something Borrowed, or Something 
New?” which, as noted, demonstrated a lack of clarity and consensus on what a capability is. 
Very entertaining, though, with contributions from Adrian Apthorp, Patrick Hoverstadt, Chris Potts, 
and Jeff Scott. 
 
The not-so-thrilling Conclusion 
By this point, there didn’t seem to be much heat left in the original argument that capabilities and 
business processes were significantly different, and then Mike Rosen extinguished it completely. I 
don’t remember precisely how it unfolded, but after the panel discussion, I was chatting about it 
with Adrian Apthorp and Mike Rosen when Mike suddenly said “Let’s see if I’ve got this straight – 
a business process incorporates not just the who and the how, but also the what,” or words to 
that effect. “Right,” I said. “Okay,” he continued, “and capability is just as good a term as business 
process?” “Right again,” I agreed. “Well, I guess that settles it” he said, and shook my hand.  
Let’s hope the word gets out and enterprises don’t burn up any more time trying to simultaneously 
develop and maintain process and capability architectures. 
 
A Closing Note about those Executive Briefings 
I just realized that mentioning Adrian Apthorp in this Column is a bit of a coincidence, and brings 
up something else I should address. I closed the November 2011 Column noting that in the next 
Column I’d share what I’ve been telling people in those executive briefings. After waiting patiently 
for about a year, Adrian reminded me of this, and asked when I was going to get around to writing 
that Column. Typically, I’d completely forgotten about it, and appreciated the reminder. I promised 
“soon,” but a year later still haven’t followed through. So, Adrian, I promise that the Column you 
asked about will either be my next, or the one after that. It depends on which promise I feel most 
guilty about – the one you reminded me of, or my promise at the end of my April 2013 Column on 
“Scoping Models” to look at how they can be extended and used as analysis models. See 
http://bit.ly/11qjuhJ  
 
 

http://bit.ly/9v3O7n
http://bit.ly/11qjuhJ
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Where’s Alec? 
This year has been a blur, with gigs everywhere from Brooklyn to Beijing, Holyoke to Helsinki, 
Singapore to Spokane, and Toronto to Torrance. It looks like the rest of 2013 will be a blur, too: 

• Sept 17-18 I’ll be in Helsinki, conducting the two-day “Process and Data Modeling – 
Practical Techniques and Synergies” workshop I put together for AriHovi.com. 
http://bit.ly/Z2Og1B When we ran this in March, it sold out quickly and was great fun.   

• Sept 23-25 I’ll be at IRMUK’s always-excellent Business Analysis Conference, where I’ll 
be doing a half-day seminar on “What a BA Needs to Know About Concept Modeling.” 
http://bit.ly/17vKFeL Previous deliveries have been rated “best of conference,” so 
conceptual data modeling can’t be all bad! 

• Oct 10-11 I’ll be back in London, where IRMUK is hosting my two-day “Working With 
Business Processes” workshop. http://bit.ly/bno3ll This will be part of a solid week of 
business process education – Roger Burlton will be conducting his “Building and 
Leveraging a Process Centric Business Architecture” workshop immediately before mine, 
Oct 07-09. http://bit.ly/a1h91D  

• The next week, Oct 17-18, I’ll be in the Netherlands (Hilversum) to conduct our two-day 
“Working With Business Processes” workshop for Adept Events. http://bit.ly/14YqplJ It’s 
been a couple of years since I ran a workshop in NL, so I’m really looking forward to it.  

• Oct 28-29 will find us in Chicago for Enterprise Dataversity. I’ll be conducting four half-
day seminars, including “Business Analysis Techniques for Data Professionals.” 
http://bit.ly/17vNZ9E A two-day data modeling workshop, “Beyond the Basics,” will follow 
on Oct 30-31 http://bit.ly/18n6YkM  

• Vegas, baby! Nov 11-15 I’ll be in Las Vegas for the Building Business Capability 
conference, doing a half-day seminar on “Running a Successful Process Scoping and 
Mapping Session” and reprising my “Flawed Thinking in ProcessLand” conference 
session. http://bit.ly/13BSex2  

• I’ve decided to focus on business process change in higher education for the rest of my 
career – as one of my colleagues says, “it’s a target-rich environment.” That’s why I’ll be 
at Kuali Days 2013 in San Diego, Nov 18-21. http://bit.ly/17vMxEi  

 
That’s a lot of chances, so I hope I see you at one of these events.  

From the Trenches,  
Alec Sharp  
 
 
BPTrends Linkedin Discussion Group  
We created a BPTrends Discussion Group on Linkedin to allow our members, readers and 
friends to freely exchange ideas on a wide variety of BPM related topics. We encourage you to 
initiate a new discussion on this publication, or on other BPM related topics of interest to you, or 
to contribute to existing discussions. Go to Linkedin and join the BPTrends Discussion Group. 
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